Shower Door Care & Maintenance

Y

our GLASSource Shower Enclosure is a quality product that should last for years if properly maintained. When properly installed, the unit
will be trouble free and need only proper cleaning
to provide years of service.

glass is tempered safety glass manufactured in
accordance with federal standards, (Consumer
Products Safety Code 16CFR1201 II). Tempered
glass is much stronger than regular, (annealed)
glass, but is still breakable. Avoid striking glass
with any sharp or hard objects. Such damage
can cause either immediate, or delayed breakage
(usually at a time of temperature change). If your
glass does break, it will break into countless very
small pieces. This is somewhat startling, but substantially safer than when annealed glass breaks.
The small pieces sometimes cause superficial
cuts, but never cause the severe injury that can
occur with regular glass.

C

hecking for Proper Installation
If your unit is properly installed, it should
slide or swing freely without any obstruction. At
no point should the glass drag on, or hit against,
the aluminum. For sliders, the inside panel is supposed to close against the wall on the same side
as the shower head. The vertical edge of the glass
should be adjusted parallel to the wall. The outside
panel should be parallel to the opposite wall. Both
panels should slide into the jamb without hitting
the aluminum. Special bumpers help to guide the
glass into the jambs. Your unit should be checked
periodically to insure that it remains in proper adjustment. Using the unit when it is out of adjustment may cause the glass to break.

C

are of GLASSGUARD™ Treated Glass
To maintain GLASSGUARD™ treated shower glass simply spray cool water along the top
edge of the glass with shower head or pour water with a cup. Most soapy residue will run right
off. Periodic rubbing with a nylon mesh puff will
easily remove any buildup that has occurred. If
desired, dry glass with a micro fiber cloth. Micro
fiber cloth is preferred to a squeegee as it leaves
no streaks; just a clean, spotless shine.

C

are of Aluminum
The aluminum in your shower unit is durable
and resistant to water damage. It is advisable, but
not necessary, to wipe it dry with a towel after
your shower. It should be cleaned weekly with
a soft damp cloth to remove any buildup. If you
have hard water and need to use a detergent or
a stronger cleaning agent, be sure to rinse completely. Never use an abrasive cleaner of any kind.
Many glass cleaners can damage the aluminum if
allowed to remain on the metal for any length of
time. BEMA, the Bath Enclosure Manufacturing
Association endorses the use of Comet Brand NonAbrasive Bathroom Cleaner for the safe cleaning
of glass and anodized aluminum.

W

ithout periodic cleaning water spots will
eventually appear and hard water conditions
may build up requiring more frequent cleaning.
These spots are easily removed with cool water
and a nylon mesh puff. Occasional application of
GLASSGUARD™ Revitalizer restores the full
hydrophobic action to GLASSGUARD™ treated
surfaces; plus, has the added benefit of protecting
metal, vinyl, and plastic portions of the shower
enclosure. Even if the surface has been neglected
and significantly stained the glass is still protected! Stubborn build up can be removed using our
Ultimate Hardwater Stain Remover, “glass safe”
scrubber pad, and GLASSGUARD™ Revitalizer; thus, restoring the glass to its original easy to
maintain condition. Follow labels as instructed,
keeping in mind a very small amount goes a long
way!

C

are of Glass (without GLASSGUARD™)
Glass can be kept clean with Comet Brand
Non-Abrasive Bathroom Cleaner or any glass
cleaner used in the home. Rinse glass cleaner off
the aluminum as soon as possible to avoid damage to the anodized surface. Our shower door
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Shower door Warranty

G

LASSource offers a five year limited warranty to the purchaser of any new shower door or
part manufactured by us, that the product or part will be free from defects in material and
workmanship. GLASSource agrees to repair or replace any part or unit determined defective by
GLASSource, at no charge to the purchaser within the warranty period. All parts will be F.O.B.
GLASSource dock. This warranty does not cover damage resulting from normal wear and tear,
accident, misuse or abuse. Corrosive damage due to improper or unapproved cleaning chemicals,
or lack of reasonable care in either the installation or use of the product or parts are excluded from
warranty claim.

T
T

he GLASSource warranty does not cover any special, incidental, or consequential damages or
injury, labor costs, or loss of profits.

here are no other warranties, expressed or implied, and your rights may vary from state to
state. To make a claim under the provisions of this warranty please contact your authorized
GLASSource dealer.

glassguard™ Warranty

G

LASSGUARD™ surface protection offers a limited OLIHWLPHwarranty to the original consumer purchaser when maintained according to manufactures recommendations; not to flake,
peel, discolor or change the appearance of the surface to which it is applied.

G

LASSGUARD™ is guaranteed to permanently protect the glass surface and improve the hydrophobic characteristics, to make cleaning easier. GLASSGUARD™ will resist the effects
of weathering and remain visually transparent when the manufacturer’s proper maintenance guidelines are followed. The hydrophobic action can be maintained with normal water cleaning, and by
using GLASSGUARD™ revitalizer spray. Revitalizer is available to the consumer through our
dealer network to enhance or restore the hydrophobic properties portion of GLASSGUARD™, as
needed.

G

LASSGUARD™ is designed to protect surfaces from damaging environments, and to reduce
maintenance time. GLASSGUARD™ will not eliminate cleaning, maintenance, or spotting,
but will dramatically reduce the time, effort and chemicals needed to keep glass surfaces looking
new.

L

imitations: The GLASSGUARD™ limited warranty covers replacement glass provided from
the manufacturer only, or a refund of the original sale price only, at Glassource option. All
parts replaced under the terms of this limited warranty are F.O.B. Glassource and it does not
cover breakage, scratching, labor or incidental or consequential damages.
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